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INTRODUCTION
EliteX exchange is launching its very own native exchange
token “EX”.
EX is created for the sole purpose of reducing trading costs
within the EliteX exchange ecosystem, giving traders more
possibilities to trade and make the EliteX brand more known
in the crypto environment.
EX will give a 50% discount on trading fees to traders who
decide to pay for their trading costs with EX. This feature can
be turned on or off by every user. EX can also be used for
farming, staking and much more via partner DEX platforms.
EliteX stands for transparency and therefore conducting the
launch without ICO, without team tokens or hidden data.
Launch will take place in October 2021 via DEX platform’s
Coinswap Space.
Before the launch, nobody, including the team, will not have
any tokens. Read more in the “launch” section.

TOKENOMICS
Name: EliteX EX
Ticker: EX
Decimals: 18
Contract address in BSC:
0xE787bd27C2fa7518d1944576dc55c2AcEAeDb719
Initial supply: 30 000 000 (fully utilised for initial liquidity)
Max supply: 100 000 000 (locked for Farming and Staking
rewards)

Initial supply

Max supply

OVERVIEW
FOUNDING TEAM HAS NO TOKENS

Usually when new crypto projects are launched, its creators
are selling tokens to new people to receive funds for different
purposes like advertising, listing fees or development.
EliteX credit token (EX), will be launched without team tokens.
This means that team members would also need to buy
tokens with their own personal funds, which will make it fair to
all other participants and will also make the price increase
faster.

NO PRESALE

As there is no IEO, ICO or an angel investing round, our
mission is not to search for new people to receive funding, but
to make the project grow as fast as possible for every
participant.
All initial movements are going through the Coinswap’s
exchange smart contract which is audited by CERTIK
(https://www.certik.org). Every purchase is visible in the
blockchain and totally transparent for all participants.

LAUNCH IN OCTOBER WITH 30 000 000 EX

30% of all the EX, will be added to a smart contract together
with 50000$ in BNB.
This guarantees that everyone who would decide to sell, will
have instant liquidity at any given moment.

ONLY 100 000 000 EX

The total quantity is 100 Million EX and the team is not able to
create more, which creates perfect ground for long term
growth.

BURN EVERY QUARTER

EliteX will be buying back EX tokens from the free market with
the profits of the exchange every quarter.
Total 20% of the quarterly profits of EliteX exchange will be
used for buying the EX from the market. First Burn will take
place on 15th of January 2022.
This strategy was used also by Binance with BNB and It was
extremely successful for the token holders.

FARMING

All the tokens that are left over from the launch (70million)
are moved into Multi signature wallet and will be used solely
as farming and staking awards.
Farming itself is an extremely profitable solution for the token
holders to earn interest by just holding the EX in the farm.

LAUNCH &
LOCKING
LAUNCH WILL TAKE PLACE 10TH OF OCTOBER 2021 AT
3:00 PM CET
The Team will Launch 30% (30 000 000) of EX tokens via
coinswap.space's decentralized exchange.

LIQUIDITY

30% or (30 000 000 EX) are paired with 50000$ BNB liquidity
into a smart contract (approximately 110 BNB), which means
that the approximate launch price is 0.00167$.
Since noone owns EliteX Credit tokens at first (including the
creators), then every purchase will increase the token price.
Whereas 50000$ extra purchases would already double the
price of the token and for example 5 million dollars of
purchase translates to token price approximately 0.167$,
which means 100x growth for the first buyers.

COINSWAP FARM
25 000 000 EX locked in contract :
0xa8f49b0414cfe4827deabc04b532e86aa1e8383c03850652bbcf0b229fc3
1633
Web link: https://dxsale.app/app/v3/dxlockview?
id=0&add=0x0411ca9F6aB50f2975C16A29a5BB3323A535B02E&type=tokenl
ock&chain=BSC (Wallet needs to be connected to see the data)

LOCK IS VALID UNTIL 15. OCT.

After 15th of October, these tokens will be moved to Coinswap.space
farming smart contract.
On the 17th of October, Coinswap.space is opens farming for EX/CSS,
where 25 000 000 million EX will be locked until the total quantity is farmed.
To farm EX on EX/CSS contract, please follow the instructions in
Coinswap.space or ask for extra help in EliteX's social media channels.
IMPORTANT: Noone, including the contract creator CANNOT withdraw the
Coins from smart contract!

COINSWAP STAKE
24 000 000 EX locked in contract :
0xa6b86507ddce981b2e4cea9d1630a353f7df061e0b4f6771062fc6c544284
ba1
Web Link: https://dxsale.app/app/v3/dxlockview?
id=1&add=0x0411ca9F6aB50f2975C16A29a5BB3323A535B02E&type=tokenl
ock&chain=BSC (Wallet needs to be connected to see the data)

LOCK IS VALID UNTIL 22. OCT.

After 22nd of October, these tokens will be moved to Coinswap.space
staking smart contract.
On the 22nd of October, EliteX opens staking for EX, where 24 000 000
million EX willl be locked until the total quantity is staked.
To stake EX, please follow the instructions in Coinswap.space or ask for
extra help in EliteX's social media channels.

IMPORTANT: Noone, including the contract creator CANNOT withdraw the
Coins from smart contract!

PANCAKE FARM:
19 890 000 EX locked in contract :
0xb52da874aed9d0502b15ae6001f153b2bf85f17c89410a8324b2580d55a6
da8d
Web link: https://dxsale.app/app/v3/dxlockview?
id=2&add=0x0411ca9F6aB50f2975C16A29a5BB3323A535B02E&type=tokenl
ock&chain=BSC (Wallet need to be connected to see the data)

LOCK IS VALID UNTIL 15. DEC.

After 15th of December, these tokens will be moved to the Pancakeswap
staking smart contract.
On the 17th of December, Pancakeswap is opens farming for EX/CAKE,
where 17 000 000 million EX will be locked until the total quantity is farmed.
To farm EX on EX/CAKE contract, please follow the instructions in
Pancakeswap or ask for extra help in EliteX's social media channels.

IMPORTANT: Noone, including the contract creator CANNOT withdraw the
Coins from smart contract!

STAKING 'EX'
Launch of the Staking Contract takes place at 20.10.2021. All
the staking activity takes place in Coinswap.Space DEX.
Staking Contract will be available for with annual yield of 250%
(Staking rewards for the user are paid out with EX tokens)
To participate in Staking, users need to own only EX Tokens.
The process works in 2 steps:
1. Buy EX and store it In your Metamask wallet(or any other in
the list in www.coinswap.space)
2. Enter “STAKE” in www.coinswap.space and add your EX
tokens to the stake and you are done.
After starting the staking contract, each user will receive new
EX every day until UNSTAKE has been activated or until the
contract ends.
If staking is no longer appealing for you and you wish to
withdraw, then all you have to do is just move step by step
backwards from the instructions above.

FARMING 'EX'
Launch of the Farming Contract takes place at 16.10.2021.
All the farming activity takes place in Coinswap.Space DEX.
First Farming Contracts will be available for [CSS-EX] with an
annual yield of 240%. (Farm rewards users with EX tokens)
To participate in Farming, users need to own CSS and EX at
least in the same value of the moment of the transaction.
This process works in 3 steps:
1. Buy both tokens and store it In your Metamask wallet (or
any other in the list in www.coinswap.space)
2. Enter “LP manager” in www.Coinswap.space by adding both
tokens into Liquidity. Now you now have a CSS-EX LP token
in Your wallet instead of BNB and EX separately.
3. Enter “Farm” in www.coinswap.space and add your LP
tokens to the farm and you are done.
After starting the farming contract, each user will receive new
EX every day until the user will UNSTAKE or until the contract
ends.
If farming is no longer appealing for you and you wish to
withdraw, then all you have to do is just move back in steps
from 3 to 1.

EXCHANGES
EliteX native exchange token, EX, is a decentralized token in
the BSC Binance smart chain.
During the launch, EX will be immediately listed in Coinswap
Space Decentralized exchange as BNB/EX currency pair.
Right after the Launching period, we will also list EX into EliteX
exchange forming EX/BNB, EX/USDT, EX/CSS and EX/BTC pairs.
In October, we will also list EX in Pancakeswap to be more
attractive to traders and build a bigger and a stronger
community.
During the next 2 month period we will also list EX to several
other Mid size centralised exchanges to engage more
audience and give traders more room to choose.
As many cryptocurrencies dream, we also desire to be listed
in Binance, Huobi, Kucoin, etc and the journey towards these
top platforms is already beginning.
All listings will be announced in our official social media
channels.

ROADMAP
LAUNCH
October 10, 2021

FARMING IN COINSWAP
October 16, 2021

STAKI NG IN COINS WAP
Octob er 20, 2021

LISTED IN
COINMARKETCAP
December 2021

NEW PAIRS LISTED IN
PANCAKESWAP
EXCHANGE
November 27 2021

NEW PAIRS LISTED IN
ELITEX EXCHANGE
November 20, 2021

USERS CAN PAY THE
TRADING FEES
IN ELITEX WITH EX
December 2021

FIRST QUARTERLY BURN
& MEDIA CAMPAIGN
January 2022

NEW EXCHANGE LISTING
& COINMARKETCAP
AIRDROP
December 2021

QUARTERLY BURN (OCT)
& NEW TRADING
COMPETITION
Q4 2022

QUARTERLY BURN (APR)
& TRADING GAMES LAUNCH
NEW FARMING CONTRACT
Q2 2022

QUARTERLY BURN (JUL)
& NEW EXCHANGE
LISTING
Q3 2022

COMPETITION
The most successful competitors who we can bring out are
Binance BNB, Huobi token and crypto.com CRO.
All of them have been in the market for several years and
have become the Top cryptocurrencies in the market.
We are not considering them as the competition who we need
to fight against, but rather the companies from whom we can
learn the most.
Because of the success of these currencies for their exchange
community and early investors, we have a big advantage to
replicate their business model and add on new features that
would also put the EX token into the list of the top
cryptocurrencies in the market.
Apart from using EX as an exchange internal token to reduce
trading fees which also is successfully done by
aforementioned projects, we have major differences that
speed up the growth of the EX token.
We are launching our Token for our community via DEX
(decentralized exchange), which gives our users a lot of extra
transparency and a bigger chance of getting higher returns to
early birds due to the fact that no-one will hold any tokens
before the launch.
We believe that launching the token with this strategy will
engage more audience and create higher momentum, which
will lead to a happier community and a bigger audience.

SOCIAL MEDIA

